EXAMPLES of NOMINATION QUESTIONS

The following list contains examples that some volunteer communities have used for nomination questions. Note that these questions are used in positions that are “open” or have nomination start/end dates.

**AUTOMATIC:**  *This question is automatically inserted as the first of three possible nomination questions:*

Tell us how this candidate has demonstrated the expertise, commitment, and character to be a volunteer for Cornell. Please provide specific examples based on your personal experience.

**PCCW:** What has this candidate done professionally and in her community to make her a strong candidate for this group?

**CATN:** Using the criteria for consideration, please provide a specific example as to how the nominee has demonstrated success, high integrity, and exemplary conduct in his/her personal and/or professional life.

Please note any unique or unsung contributions this nominee may have made or is making to Cornell.

Please tell us why you believe this person should be considered. Specific stories and examples of how his or her leadership has benefited Cornell are appreciated.

How has your experience as a volunteer/leader prepared you to serve in this role?

**CUC:** Why do you believe this candidate would be an effective ambassador for this role?

**MOSAIC:** How can this community best engage alumni of diverse identities to become volunteers and alumni champions for Cornell University?

What is the most pressing University need as it relates to diversity and inclusion?

**A&S:** Please comment on and provide specific examples of the nominee's leadership involvement, including business or professional activities, A&S and/or Cornell leadership activities, and other leadership activities (community, educational, charitable, humanitarian).

Please comment on and provide specific examples of the nominee's business and/or professional activities and associations that would demonstrate their ability and desire to provide career networking advice and guidance to current Arts and Sciences students.

**CLAA:** CLAA is a national organization that has historically had most of its activity in the Metro NYC and Greater Miami areas. What ideas do you have to engage Latino/a alumni from all across the United States and around the world? (please limit responses to 250 words or less)
What is the one unique feature that you might bring to CLAA to propel the organization forward? (please limit responses to 250 words or less)

OTHER: Please provide the current employment position title, name of organization/employer, city and state of organization/employer and email address of nominee.

From everything you know about this role, community, and Cornell, tell us how you think the nominee would make a contribution.

Tell us about what you think motivates the nominee.

What is one word that you think best describes the nominee, and how does this word apply to this role?

Tell us why this candidate wants to be a Cornell volunteer (please type "n/a" if nominating someone other than yourself).